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With a loud bang, the Fifth Elder was struck and sent flying two or three meters away by Leon's punch, before landing heavily on

the ground.

After hitting the ground, he clutched his chest in agony and spewed blood from his mouth as he lay prostrate on the ground.

He suffered a serious internal injury and was now incapacitated.

Luckily, Leon's current strength was in the Intermediate Emperor State, and the Fifth Elder managed to protect his vital organs in

time, deflecting part of the force of Leon's attack.

If he took Leon's punch directly, even if he survived, he would have likely been crippled for life.

"What? The Fifth Elder was defeated? How could this be possible?!"

Seth and the other elders were stunned.

They gaped at Leon in disbelief!

Seth knew that Leon was only in the Peak Overlord State, which was far inferior compared to the Fifth Elder, who was in the

Peak Emperor State.

He thought that the Fifth Elder would be capable of killing Leon with ease, but reality proved him wrong.

The Fifth Elder not only failed to defeat Leon but was also severely injured by him with a single move!

Seth would have never believed what he saw if he hadn't seen it with his own eyes!

"How's this possible?"

"Can it be that this kid has surpassed the Peak Emperor State?"

The elders and the other Golans snapped out of it and exchanged looks of utter shock.

They did not know how Leon managed to win, but they knew that he had to be in the Peak Emperor State or above if he could

defeat the Fifth Elder

Among the younger generation of martial artists in the southern region, even Yuri, who was referred to as the brightest of his

generation, only managed to reach the Intermediate Emperor State so far.

It was hard for them to believe that a man Leon's age could reach the Peak Emperor State, but neither of them could think of any

other explanation for the current situation.

"I got it! Fourth Elder, Leon has a powerful defensive tool! The tool might have the strength equivalent to the Peak Emperor State

or even higher!" Realization dawned on Seth.

He always knew that Leon possessed a defensive tool, but both he and Joel always assumed that the power of the tool was in

the Initial or Intermediate Emperor State, yet Leon managed to survive a powerful blow from the Fifth Elder before finishing the

Fifth Elder with a single blow.

The only possible explanation for this was that the defensive tool Leon possessed might have the strength equivalent to the

Peak Emperor State or even higher.

"I see!"

The Golans nodded in realization and were all relieved that Leon only managed to defeat the Fifth Elder with the help of a tool.
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